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Abstract
Passengers are more susceptible to motion sickness (MS) than the drivers because during cornering, they tilt their heads 
according to lateral acceleration direction, while the drivers tilt their heads against it. During slalom driving, high lateral 
acceleration that resulted from inappropriate wheel’s turning will increase the severity level of MS as it contributes to a 
larger passenger’s head roll angle towards the lateral acceleration direction. Thus, for an autonomous vehicle, it is necessary 
to design a smooth lateral control to obtain appropriate wheel angle to prevent high lateral acceleration. This study proposes 
an inner-loop lateral control strategy which utilized head roll angle as the controlled variable to generate corrective wheel 
angle to reduce the lateral acceleration. Firstly, an estimation model of driver’s and passenger’s head roll angle is developed 
by radial basis function network method based on the correlation between lateral acceleration and occupant’s head roll angle. 
The driver’s and passenger’s models are considered as the reference and the controlled subject, respectively. Secondly, a 
fuzzy logic controller is adopted to generate corrective wheel angle based on the head roll angle responses. The reduction of 
the lateral acceleration caused by the corrective wheel angle minimized the passenger’s head roll angle and hence mitigated 
their MS level. Simulation results show 3.25% and 10.86% reduction of motion sickness incidence in a single lap and ten 
laps after the proposed control strategy is applied. It is expected that the proposed control strategy will contribute to the MS 
mitigation study in autonomous vehicle field.

Keywords Autonomous vehicle · Lateral control · Motion sickness · Fuzzy logic controller · Radial basis function network

1 Introduction

Autonomous vehicle is a part of continuing evolution in 
automotive technology which received considerable atten-
tion among researchers because it brings potential benefits 

to the transportation system in terms of safety, mobility and 
environment [1]. Despite drawing a lot of attention, there is 
a challenge that leads to a significantly negative impact to 
the passenger’s comfort during the automated driving which 
is called motion sickness (MS). It is an unpleasant condition 
commonly faced by the passengers who are travelling by car, 
train, air and particularly sea [2]. Generally, the wide range 
of signs and symptoms of MS includes sweating, salivation, 
dizziness, nausea, vomiting and other physical discomfort 
[3–5].

It is a well-known fact that the passenger is more prone 
to experience MS compared to the driver. Studies revealed 
that the head movement tilting direction differences between 
the passengers and the driver towards the lateral accelera-
tion direction during curve driving contribute to the different 
amount of MS [6–9]. As shown in Fig. 1, when negotiating 
a curve, passengers normally tend to tilt their heads towards 
the lateral acceleration direction, while the driver tilts his/
her head in the opposite direction. The correlation between 
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the head tilt movement and the vehicle lateral acceleration 
leads to an easier effort for MS mitigation study. Based 
on the correlation, the higher the lateral acceleration, the 
larger the passenger’s head roll angle will become. In this 
situation, the passenger’s MS level will be increased. On 
the other hand, the passenger’s head roll angle will become 
smaller when the lateral acceleration is lower. It will cause 
a reduction in the passenger’s susceptibility towards MS. 
The passenger can also minimize their MS by imitating the 
driver’s head tilt movement which is opposite to the lateral 
acceleration direction.

The relationship between lateral acceleration and MS 
is further supported by the research works done by Turner 
et al. [10]. MS occurs in low frequency of lateral accelera-
tion (0.1–0.5 Hz) environment, and its effects increased 
as a function of duration of exposure and the intensity of 
acceleration. The author also stated that the primary cause 
of the MS increment is due to the high lateral acceleration 
resulted from the driver’s turning method. Thus, it means 
that a smooth wheel control when dealing with curvatures 
can reduce the MS level [11]. It is easier to implement the 
wheel control strategy in autonomous vehicle rather than the 
conventional vehicle because there is no involvement of the 
driver’s steering behaviour which is known to be specific 
and hard to control [12]. From the above statement, it can 
be concluded that one of the origins of the passenger’s MS 
from vehicle dynamic perspective is the inappropriate wheel 
control. Combining the factors of MS occurrence in terms 
of passenger’s behaviour and vehicle dynamic perspectives, 
it can be concluded that inappropriate wheel turning pro-
duced higher lateral acceleration which will cause larger 
passenger’s head roll angle towards the lateral acceleration 
direction. This situation will lead to a bigger percentage of 
MS level.

Aiming to avoid inappropriate wheel input to the auton-
omous vehicle, the main contribution of this study is the 
proposal of a lateral control strategy with head roll angle 
as the controlled variable in order to generate an additional 
corrective wheel angle. The objective of the control structure 
is to reduce the lateral acceleration as well as the passen-
ger’s head roll angle so that the MS level can be minimized. 
The uniqueness of the structure is by introducing head roll 
angle as the controlled variable to generate corrective wheel 
angle instead of using well-known variables such as yaw 
rate and body slip as per presented in [13, 14]. As men-
tioned earlier, driver faced less MS because he/she tends 
to tilt their head against the lateral acceleration direction. 
Thus, the driver’s head tilt response is assumed as the refer-
ence response. Besides, the passenger’s head tilt response 
is considered as the actual controlled subject. Based on the 
error of the desired and the actual head roll angles, a cor-
rective wheel angle is computed using a controller. Here, 
fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is adopted to play the role. It 
is one of the effective techniques to be used in nonlinear 
dynamic system [15]. The main feature of FLC is that it 
can be implemented without defining the controlled plant 
mathematically [16, 17]. For comparative analysis purposes, 
the performance of FLC is compared to the well-known pro-
portional–integral–derivative (PID) controller. The proposed 
control system is simulated via Matlab/Simulink software. 
The limitation of this study is that it is merely conducted in 
simulation platform.

In the control structure design, there is a non-negligible 
issue that needs to be solved. Problem had arisen due to 
unknown exact values or quantities of the passenger’s and 
the driver’s head roll angles towards and against the lateral 
acceleration direction during cornering. The usage of head 
roll motion sensors all the time during travelling is believed 

(a) Passenger (b) Driver

Fig. 1  Typical occupant’s head movement during cornering
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to be unpractical. Hence, it is necessary to establish mod-
els which can estimate the driver’s and passenger’s head 
roll angle. Here, the prediction models are developed using 
radial basis function network (RBFN) method based on the 
correlation between the occupant’s head roll and the vehi-
cle’s lateral acceleration direction. Previously, the model had 
been developed by using system identification (SI) method 
[18, 19]. Other than SI, artificial neural network (ANN) and 
time delay neural network (TDNN) had also been used to 
model the correlation [20, 21]. Compared to the statistical 
models, neural network (NN) does not require any simplify-
ing assumptions or prior knowledge of problem solving [22]. 
Rather than backpropagation neural network (BPNN), gen-
eralized regression neural network (GRNN) and multi-layer 
perception neural network (MLPNN), it has been reported 
that RBFN has better approximation performance and sim-
pler structure and requires less training time [22–24].

2  Vehicle model and its path tracking 
system

2.1  Vehicle system model

As shown in Fig. 2, the current study implemented a 7-DOF 
nonlinear vehicle model as the vehicle plant for the sug-
gested control approach. Table 1 gives the parameter of the 
vehicle system. The governing equations of the longitudinal, 
lateral and yaw motions are expressed as [25]:

(1)
m
(

v̇x − vy𝛾
)

=
(

FxFL + FxFR

)

cos 𝛿 −
(

FyFL + FyFR

)

sin 𝛿

+ FxRL + FxRR

(2)
m
(

v̇y + vx𝛾
)

=

(

FyFL + FyFR

)

cos 𝛿 +
(

FxFL + FxFR

)

sin 𝛿

+ FyRL + FyRR

where Fxi and Fyi(i = FR, FL, RR, RL) denote the longitu-
dinal and lateral forces of each tyre and � indicates the yaw 
rate. The model comprises dynamic load transfer for genera-
tion of normal force. The equations are as follows:

where g , ax and ay are denoted as the gravitational, longitudi-
nal and lateral acceleration, respectively. The vehicle model 
also includes nonlinear wheel model where the information 
concerning the equations can be found in [26]. 
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Fig. 2  Nonlinear vehicle model

Table 1  Nonlinear model’s parameters

Symbol Definition Value Unit

vy, vx Lateral and longitu-
dinal velocities

30 km/h

T Track width 1.53 m
lF, lR Front and rear wheel 

distance to COG
1.26 and 1.9 m

m Vehicle mass 2023 kg
Iz Yaw inertia 6286 kg m2
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2.2  Stanley controller for path tracking control 
system

The purpose of implementing a path tracking control system 
is to provide wheel input to the vehicle based on the pre-
defined trajectory. In this study, Stanley controller is selected 
to fulfil this purpose. The Stanley’s control law is given as 
[27, 28]:

where �s(t) is the wheel angle, v(t) is the vehicle speed and ∅e 
is the heading error between the pre-defined trajectory direc-
tion and vehicle direction of motion, calculated from the 
difference between yaw angle of the vehicle and trajectory, 
�e = � − �ref . ks is the gain parameter, and e is the lateral 
error, measured from the centre of front axle to the nearest 
trajectory point.

3  Proposed lateral control structure

3.1  Proposed control structure

Figure 3 illustrates the structure of the proposed lateral con-
trol strategy. The outer loop consists of path tracking sys-
tem where Stanley controller is applied to track the desired 
coordinates, xref, yref, and heading, �ref . Stanley controller 
produces wheel angle, �s , from the information of lateral 
error, e , which is calculated from the desired coordinates, 
xref, yref, and current vehicle coordinates, xc, yc, and head-
ing error, ∅e, which is calculated from the desired heading, 
�ref, and the current heading, � , of the vehicle. The main 

(6)�s(t) = �e + tan−1
(

kse(t)

v(t)

)

contribution of this study is the inner-loop system which is 
marked by the grey-coloured box. The purpose is to gen-
erate an additional corrective wheel angle, �c, to reduce 
lateral acceleration, ay . The corrective wheel angle, �c, , is 
obtained via fuzzy logic controller (FLC) controller based 
on the information of the error, eH , and derivative error, ėH , 
of head roll angle. The error, eH , is the difference between 
the driver’s head roll angle, �HD, which represents desired 
response and passenger’s head roll angle, �HP , which repre-
sents the actual response. The head roll angles of the driver, 
�HD , and passenger, �HP , are predicted using RBFN model-
ling method, whereas the input for the RBFN model is the 
lateral acceleration, ay . Finally, the wheel angle calculated 
from the Stanley controller, �s , and corrective wheel angle 
from the FLC controller, �c , are combined to be the total 
wheel input, � , for the vehicle.

3.2  Radial basis function network modelling 
and experimental setup

In this study, RBFN modelling method is adopted to devel-
oped driver’s and passenger’s head roll estimator models. 
The modelling process is based on the correlation of the 
vehicle lateral acceleration and occupant’s head roll angle. 
The models are expected to produce predicted responses of 
the head roll angle based on the given lateral acceleration. 
Figure 4 shows the overview of the RBFN model. It should 
be noted that the models for the driver and passenger were 
developed separately. RBFN consists of an input layer with 
a single input vector, a nonlinear hidden layer with Gauss-
ian RBF and a linear output layer. The input, x , for the 
model was the lateral acceleration, ay . The output, y , was 
the estimated head roll angle responses of the driver, �HD , 
or the passenger, �HP.

Fig. 3  The structure of the proposed lateral control strategy
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Based on the Kolmogorov theorem, the number of hid-
den neurons is determined using the 2n + 1 formula, where 
n is equal to the number of inputs [29]. So, the number 
of hidden neurons which was used in this study is 3. The 
equation of the Gaussian function in the hidden layer can 
be expressed as [30–32]:

where c is the centre point and � is the RBFN spread. Con-
sidering the Gaussian function in (7), the output of the net-
work can be defined as:

where w is the weight.
Experiment is conducted to gather real-time data of the 

occupant’s head roll angles and lateral acceleration during 
slalom driving for the modelling process. The experiment 
which considers MS provocation was set up based on the 
previous research works from Wada et al. [7]. A multi-
purpose vehicle (MPV) is used to perform the data acqui-
sition. The MPV was equipped by several equipment and 
sensors as depicted in Table 2. Meanwhile, Fig. 5 shows 
the location of each equipment as given in Table 2. 

The experiment was set up by arranging six cones in a 
straight line on 150-m road. The gap for each cone was set 

(7)f (x) = exp

(

−x − c2
j

�2

)

(8)y = g

(

3
∑

j=1

wj exp

(

−x − c2
j

�2

)

+ b2

)

to 20 m. Figure 6 illustrates the schematic of the test track. 
Ten adults participated as both the driver and passenger 
regardless of their gender, ages and skills. The driver’s role 
is to drive in a slalom driving style through the cones at 
a constant velocity of 30 km/h. The nominal frequency of 
the lateral acceleration for this customized test track was 
0.21 Hz, a frequency that provokes MS. On the other hand, 
the passenger’s role is to act naturally with the tilting move-
ment and avoid any intentional action to move opposite with 
the typical head tilt movement. Each participant participated 
as driver and passenger for three times per role. All data 
were recorded to be used in the modelling process.

3.3  Motion sickness incidence quantification

The most important thing to be measured in this study is the 
amount of motion sickness incidence (MSI) felt by the passen-
ger. MSI is defined as an index of the severity of MS [9]. The 
MSI value is quantified using the 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) 
subjective vertical conflict (SVC) model which described by 
Wada et al. [7, 9]. Here, the model is used to calculate the MSI 
of the passenger by using the information of head roll angle 
and lateral acceleration. The structure of 6-DOF SVC model 
is shown in Fig. 7. Details of the configuration can be found 
in [7, 9]. In this study, the MSI before and after the proposed 
lateral control system is applied is calculated and compared 
to investigate the efficiency of the proposed control structure.

Fig. 4  Structure of RBFN 
model

Table 2  Details of the 
equipment

Type Function Location

Dewesoft Data acquisition module Vehicle’s boot
Monitor Data monitoring Behind passenger’s seat
MTi-G sensor (Xsense Tech-

nologies)
Data measuring Approximate location of vehicle 

center of gravity (COG) and 
participant’s caps
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Fig. 5  Location of the equipment during the experiment

Fig. 6  Schematic of the test 
track

Fig. 7  Six-DOF SVC model [7]
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4  Simulation setup, results and analysis

4.1  Selection of Stanley gain parameter

First and foremost, it is crucial to select the suitable gain for 
Stanley controller as it determines the performance of the 
vehicle’s path tracking. The gain, ks , is selected based on the 
following control law [28]: where �max was fixed to be 17°, 
the maximum degree of the wheel angle of the vehicle which 
had been used during the experiment. According to the satu-
ration limit in (9), the value of gain ks in this study is 4.3.

4.2  Fuzzy logic controller configuration

Generally, the membership function and rules of the FLC 
are selected heuristically based on the designer’s experience 
[33]. As shown in Fig. 8, FLC consists of two inputs and 
single output membership functions. The first input for FLC 
is the error of the head roll angle, eH , which is calculated 
from the desired/driver’s head roll angle, �HD , and actual/
passenger’s head roll angle, �HP . The second input inserted 
to the FLC is the derivative of the head roll angle error, ėH . 
The input variables have been decomposed into three differ-
ent fuzzy linguistic levels which are Negative (N), Zero (Z) 
and Positive (P). The control rules are designed in a form of 
IF–THEN structure which is described in Table 3. Figure 9 
shows the control surface of this control scheme.  

4.3  Proportional–integral with particle swarm 
optimization

A PID controller is chosen to be applied in the proposed 
control structure for comparison purpose with the FLC. The 
structure of the PID controller is shown in Fig. 10. The input 
for PID is error of the head roll angle, eH while the output is 
corrective wheel angle, �c . Here, the PID gain parameters are 
tuned by using particle swarm optimization (PSO) method. 
It has been reported that using PSO is less time consum-
ing than using a trial-and-error method [34]. As the aim 
of the control strategy is to reduce the lateral acceleration, 
the fitness function of the PSO is defined as the root-mean-
squared (RMS) value of the lateral acceleration. The PSO 
finds optimal PID gain parameters, Kp , Ki , Kd by minimizing 
the fitness function. The equation of the fitness function is 
given by:

(9)𝛿s(t) =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝛿max if � + tan−1
�

kse(t)

v(t)

�

≥ 𝛿max

� + tan−1
�

ke(t)

v(t)

�

if
�

�

�

�

� + tan−1
�

kse(t)

v(t)

�

�

�

�

�

< 𝛿max

− 𝛿max if � + tan−1
�

kse(t)

v(t)

�

≤ 𝛿max

where ay is the lateral acceleration and nf  is the number of 
data.

PSO algorithm works based on the behaviour of agents 
moving in swarms to find the optimum solution to the 
imposed optimization problem. The particles of the initial 
swarm population start with random positions and veloci-
ties within the multi-dimensional search space. The particles 
have the memories of their own best position pbest and the 
overall swarm best position gbest based on the optimum fit-
ness value. The determination of the particle’s motion for 
the next position is determined based on the memories. The 
next position xid(t + 1) and the next velocity vpso(t + 1) are 
obtained by the following equations:

where iwpso is the inertial weight, cpso is the cognitive 
coefficient, and spso is the social coefficient. Over several 
iterations, the average fitness will be improved. Then, the 
solution will be converged and the fittest candidates will 
be found.

Table 4 gives the PSO parameters. The selection of the 
parameter is adopted from [35]. After going through the 
optimization process, the value for each gain is determined 
as: Kp = −0.003,Ki = 0.06 and Kd = −0.8.

4.4  Head roll prediction model by radial basis 
function network

In this study, the most important outcome of the modelling 
process is the generalization ability of the model. To test 
the generalization ability, data from driver’s and passen-
ger’s data collection are extracted and excluded from the 
training process. These data are labelled as unseen data. 
Then, the unseen data are compared with the predicted 
data produced by the model in the testing process. During 
the training process, the procedure of adding the spread 
value, training and testing was repeated until saturated 
generalization results were obtained. Details of the pro-
cedure can be referred in [36]. Through the process, the 
driver’s model starts to saturate when the spread value is 
1.6, while the passenger’s model starts to saturate when 
the spread value is 2.1. The generalization responses of 
the driver’s and passenger’s models when their spread val-
ues were 1.6 and 2.1 are shown in Fig. 11. The saturated 

(10)Fitness function = f
�

Kp,Ki,Kd

�

=

�

∑

[ay(t)]
2

nf

(11)xid(t + 1) = xid(t) + vpso(t + 1)

(12)

vpso(t + 1) = iwpso × vpso(t) + cpso × rand(0, 1) ×
(

pbest(t) − xid(t)
)

+ spso × rand(0, 1) ×
(

gbest(t) − xid(t)
)
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generalization results were assumed to be an indicator to 
determine that the spread value was already ample. Here, 
the models with spread value 1.6 and 2.1 are selected as 
the best driver’s and passenger’s models to be applied in 

the proposed control structure. In addition, the regression 
value for both models are 92.08% and 90.15%. Regression 
represents the strength of a linear relationship between the 
real data output and the predicted output.

Fig. 8  Membership functions of 
input–output in FLC

(a) Membership function of input 

(b) Membership function of input 

(c) Membership function of output 
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Based on Eqs. (7) and (8), the value of the centre point 
c , spread � and weight w for the driver’s and passenger’s 
model are as follows:

Driver’s model:

Passenger’s model:

4.5  Evaluation of the proposed control strategy

The proposed control strategy is evaluated via Matlab/
Simulink simulations. The vehicle runs at a constant speed 
of 30 km/h, according to the pre-defined trajectory which 
is taken from the previously conducted experiment. The 
trajectory is illustrated in Fig. 12. Every curve along the 
path is characterized by Curve 1 up to Curve 6 to enable an 
easier understanding of the simulation results. The simula-
tion is carried out in three different situations: (1) Inner-
loop system is not included in the overall control structure, 
(2) inner-loop system with PID controller is included in 
the overall control structure, and (3) inner-loop system 
with FLC is included in the overall control structure.

In the evaluation process, results of lateral acceleration, 
passenger’s head roll angle and MSI are recorded and ana-
lysed. Figure 13a shows the responses of the lateral accel-
eration for every situation. Meanwhile, Fig. 13b displays 
the findings of the maximum lateral acceleration for every 
curve in graphical form. The results show that the maximum 
lateral acceleration response had declined in every curve. 
This indicated that the proposed control strategy succeeded 
in achieving the objective which was to reduce the lateral 
acceleration during curve driving. The purpose of observing 
the maximum lateral acceleration value was to determine 
the extent of decrease once the vehicle has attained at peak 
cornering. Based on the results in Fig. 13, FLC managed to 
reduce more lateral acceleration than the PID.

Figure 14a shows the responses of the passenger’s head 
roll angle, while Fig. 14b shows the numerical results of the 
maximum passenger’s head roll angle for each curve. Simi-
lar to the lateral acceleration results, the head roll angle is 
reduced when the proposed control strategy is applied. Also, 
FLC managed to reduce more head roll angle than the PID. 
Although an oscillatory behaviour occurs in the beginning 
of lateral acceleration and head roll responses for FLC-based 
system, the oscillation responses are considered small and 
do not give significant effect to MS. This is due to the MSI 
calculation which is based on the overall responses.

(13)c =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

− 2.5560

3.6721

− 0.6546

⎤

⎥

⎥
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⎢

⎢
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1.6
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⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦
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⎡

⎢

⎢
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⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

(14)c =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

− 3.9402

3.7988
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⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦
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⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

2.1

2.1

2.1

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦
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⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

14.5623

11.6248

− 26.7979

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

Table 3  Fuzzy rules

           
   

N Z P

N P P P

Z Z Z Z

P N N N

Fig. 9  Control surface of the FLC

Fig. 10  The structure of PID controller

Table 4  PSO parameters

Parameters Value

Cognitive coefficient, cpso 1.42
Social coefficient, spso 1.42
Inertial weight, iwpso 0.9
Number of variables (dimension), Nd 3 ( Kp,Ki,Kd)
Upper bound limit [− 0.001, 0.08, − 0.2]
Lower bound limit [− 0.005, 0.03, − 0.8]
Number of particles, Np 50
Number of iterations, Ni 20
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Figure 15 depicts the findings of the MSI. The pre-defined 
trajectory that is illustrated in Fig. 12 is referred to as 1 lap. 
In order to investigate the MSI value when the time was 
increased, the simulation was continued for 10 laps. Table 5 

gives the analysis of the MSI. FLC produced the biggest per-
centage of reduction among all which are 3.25% in single lap 
and 10.86% in 10 laps. Based on the analysis, the MSI gap of 
all situations expanded following the extension of the time. 

Fig. 11  Generalization 
responses of driver’s and pas-
senger’s models

(a) Generalization response of driver’s model when the spread value is 1.6

(b) Generalization response of passenger’s model when the spread value is 2.1

Fig. 12  Pre-defined trajectory
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This finding was in agreement with the previous studies by 
Wada et al. where the difference of MSI between driver’s and 
passenger’s increased as the time elapsed [9]. Therefore, it is 
expected that the MSI reduction will keep increasing if the 
simulation time increases. It means that the proposed control 
structure is significant to reduce the MS experienced by the 
passengers especially when the time elapses. These findings 
indicated that the recommended control approach was useful 
in reducing the quantity of the passenger’s MSI during slalom 
manoeuvre.

5  Conclusions and future works

MS occurred due to the high lateral acceleration that 
resulted from inappropriate wheel’s turning. The high 
lateral acceleration causes a bigger passenger’s head roll 
angle towards the lateral acceleration direction during cor-
nering. In this situation, the percentage of MSI is high. 
Thus, this study proposed a lateral control strategy to gen-
erate an additional corrective wheel angle to reduce the 

Fig. 13  Lateral acceleration 
results

(a) Responses of lateral acceleration 

(b) Numerical results of the maximum lateral acceleration for each curve 
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lateral acceleration as well as the passenger’s head roll 
angle so that the MSI can be minimized. The main con-
tribution of this study is by introducing a new controlled 
variable which is head roll angle to produce the corrective 
wheel angle. The idea is originated by the correlation of 
vehicle lateral acceleration and the occupant’s head roll 
movement during curvature. The proposed control strat-
egy with FLC managed to improve the MSI by 3.25% in a 

single lap and 10.86% in 10 laps, compared to PID control-
ler which managed to improve the MSI by only 2.18% in a 
single lap and 6.91% in 10 laps. For the time being, due to 
the limited budget and equipment, the evaluation is only 
done through simulation platform. In future, it is necessary 
to investigate the effectiveness of the control structure in 
real time using an autonomous vehicle.

Fig. 14  Passenger’s head roll 
angle

(a) Responses of head roll angle 

(b) Numerical results of the maximum head roll angle for each curve 
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